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Preface 

 I am glad to present this book, especially designed to serve the needs of 

the students. The book has been written keeping in mind the general weakness 
in understanding the fundamental concepts of the topics. The book is self-
explanatory and adopts the “Teach Yourself” style. It is based on question-
answer pattern. The language of book is quite easy and understandable based 
on scientific approach. 

 Any further improvement in the contents of the book by making corrections, 
omission and inclusion is keen to be achieved based on suggestions from the 
readers for which the author shall be obliged. 

 I acknowledge special thanks to Mr. Rajeev Biyani, Chairman & Dr. Sanjay 
Biyani, Director (Acad.) Biyani Group of Colleges, who are the backbones and 
main concept provider and also have been constant source of motivation 
throughout this Endeavour. They played an active role in coordinating the various 
stages of this Endeavour and spearheaded the publishing work. 

 I look forward to receiving valuable suggestions from professors of various 
educational institutions, other faculty members and students for improvement of 
the quality of the book. The reader may feel free to send in their comments and 
suggestions to the under mentioned address. 

 

Note:  A feedback form is enclosed along with think tank. Kindly fill the 
feedback form and submit it at the time of submitting to books of 
library, else NOC from Library will not be given. 

 

Prachi Sraivastava 
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Syllabus 

 
Note :  Question No. 1 shall consist of questions requiring short answers and 
 shall cover entire paper . The paper is divided into four sections. Students
 are required to attempt five questions in all, selecting not more than one 
 question from each section. All question carry equal marks. 
 

Section -A 
 

1. Conventional methods for forest trees and agricultural crops. Crop 
improvement : Pedegree breeding, Heterosis breeding, Mutation 
breeding, 

2. Tissue culture in crop improvement Micropropagation ; for virus-free 
plants. Somaclonal variation, Somatic hybridization, haploids in plant 
breeding. 

Section -B 
 

3. Genetic engineering for increasing crop productivity by manipulation of 
photosynthesis, Nitrogen fixation, Nutrient uptake efficiency  

4. Genetic engineering for biotic stress tolerance. Insects, fungi, bacteria, 
viruses, weeds. 

Section -C 
 

5. Genetic engineering for biotic stress Drought, flooding, salt and 
tempereture. 

6. Genetic engineering for quality improvement. Protein, lipids, 
carbohydrates, vitamins & mineral nutrients 
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Section -D 
 

7. Plants as bioreactor 
8. Molecular breeding, Constructing molecular maps. Molecular tagging of 

genetictraits. Marker- assisted selection of qualitative and quantittave 
traits. Physical maps of chromosome .the concept of gene synteny the 
concept of map- based cloning and their use in transgenics 
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Micro propagation 

 
 

Q. 1. How we can obtain virus less or virus free plants? 

or  

 Describe about Micropropagation. 

or 

 Write  about clonal multiplication or meristem culture.  

 

Ans.:  Micropropagation is a technique to propagate the plants by tissue culture and form 

 a large  of vegetative progeny.  

  

 In other words microprogation refers to clone the cells because it is also called the 

 clonal propagation. The word clone means twig, slip, clones are genetically s

 imilar and derived from a single cell.     

  

 Through micropropagation or clonal propagation a plant cell can regenerate a 

 whole plant. This characteristics named as totipotency and this type of cell is 

 called the totipotent cell. 

  

 Murashig gave the three stages for this micropropagation. 

1. Selection of suitable a explants and sterilization .  

2. Establishment and manipulation.  

3. Rooting and hardening.  

Suitable explants selection  

 

Surface sterilization  

 

Callus formation  

 

Selection of 

explants  

Establishment 

& 

manipulation  
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Establishment and Manipulation on the medium  

 

 

Rooting and hardening   

 

Formation of the organs of the plant body and then finally derived the whole 

planed 

Micropropagation have some types from which we propagate a plant.  

1. Axillary bud culture.  

2. Meristen & shoot tip culture.  

3. Organogenesis  

4. Somatic embryogenesis 

 

1. Axillary bud culture :  

In the axillary bud culture we take an axillary bud for culturing.  

 

 The axillary bud have the dormancy and due to this dormancy there are 

some problems in culturing the axillary bud.  

 

 We cut the small part of axillary bud, then the dormancy of this axillary 

bud is removed and now it can be easily cultured and propagated and then 

the, formation of the organ and the whole plant from this axillary bud is 

done.  

 

2. Meritem ans shoot tip culture :  

In the meristem and short tip culture firstly cut the small part of meristem and 

shoot tip culture, this should be 2-5 cm.  

 

 The small part lead to the formation of virus free plants became it has the 

more growth capacity and less virus contents.  

 

Rooting 

and 

hardening  
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 This meristem or shoot tip then establish in the medium, Root and shoot 

formation occurs.  

 The hormone auxin and cytokinine is responsible for the formation of root 

and shoot.  

 

 The more concentration of cytokinin is responsible for the shoot 

formation.  

 

 The more concentration of auxin is responsible for the root formation.  

 

 After the formation of root and shoot this plantlet from the whole plant 

body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Shoot 
syS 
Root 
syS 

 

  

Meristem or Shoot 

Tip  

 

  

Plant let 
syS 

 

Meristem or shoot 

tip in the culture 

medium with 

hormore supplement  

 

Plant  
syS 

Meristem or shoot tip culture 
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3. Organogenesis: The process of organogenesis means the formation, of organs of 

the plants from the cell or the tissue of a plant. 

 

This cell and tissue is known as explants. This explants is then regenerated and 

form an undifferentiated mass of cells, this a called the callus :  

 

This callus now kept in the culture medium and then this converted into the 

organs of the plant like root and shoot.  

 

Hormone supplement is also needed for the formation of root and shoot. These 

hormones are auxin and cytokinin. 

 

Auxin (2,4,-D, NAA, IBA)    

Cytokinine (Kinetine, Ziatine) 

 

Now this plantlet form the role plant body.  
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4. Somatic: Embryogenesis: Somatic embryogenesis is also a process of 

micropropogation and formation of the whole plant form a cell of the plant.  

In this embryogenesis we can not use the genetic cells for the formation of 

embryo but we use the somatic cells for the formation of the embryo, so, it is 

called the somatic embryogenesis.  

 

In this we take the somatic cell of two diff plants and then form, the embriodes. 

These embriodes further form the embryo and this embryo then lastly form the 

plantbody from this embryo.      

 

 

Advantages and the practical application of micro propagation. 

 Micropropagation is very useful technique for the propagation and 

formation of plants from a cell of tissue.  

 

 This technique we use only at least one cell, and the one cell can form the 

whole plant body.  

 

 From this technique we form the virus free plants by using small part of 

meristem because  it has it has the high capacity of growing and small 
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number of virus content. Due to this the growing plants are. The virus free 

plants.  

 

 By using this technique we can culture the plants that produce such 

products that are the useful for us.  

 

 By using this technique we can produce the more copies in  little time and 

little space.  

 

 This process is also used in the genetic engineering.  

 

 This process is used for the improvement of the plants also.  

 

 

Q. 2 Describe about crop improvement theory gentle engineering by improving 

 photosynthetic efficiency of a plant.  

or 

 How you can improve photosynthetic capacity of plant.  

Ans.:  Introduction:  

 In order to need the deemed for food supply, in developing countries, crop 

yield has to be increased by genetic engineering the crops in developing 

countries. 

 

 Crop yield is totally dependent upon light & its conversions (light 

harvesting e
-
 distribution) into usable energy (ATP & NADPH), that are 

used in dark reaction of photosynthesis to form organic molecule 

(glucose).  

 

This whole reaction takes plan  in chloroplast within the leave.  

 

 The prospects for genetic manipulation in photosynthesis are assessed 

with emphasis on biochemical & light capture.  

The connection b/w different part of photosynthesis has taken in 

consideration together environmental factor, acclimilatiion metabolic 

regulation.  
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Photosynthesis:     

 Photosynthesis consists of CO2  fixation & with the help of simple 

compounds (CO2 + H2O) form sample.  

 Photosynthesis is a process in which CO2 & H20  simpler compounds get 

converted into complex compounds (glucose) in the presence of   sunlight. 

   CO2+H2O   C6H12O6 +H2O+O2 

 

 It taken place (within) inside the chloroplast of leave, source & the 

efficiency of this process it also depend on the various tissues & organs 

which take the organic molecule from leave i.e. link.  

 

 Chloroplast has 2 parts – lamellae & stroma Lamellae contain 

Photosynthesis pigment which are required for light capture and Stroma 

contain Rubisco enzyme.  

III.     Reactions of Photosynthesis 

a. Light reaction   

b. Dark reaction  

 

(a)  Light Reactions:  

 It is dependent light hence called light reaction or photophosphorylation. 

 Light constitute both photolysis of waler gormation of energy containing such like 

NANP & ATP by phospherylation of ADP.  

 

 It takes place in lamellae which contain & pigment sys PS I & PS II.  

 

(b) Dark reaction/Calvin cycle/C3 cycle   

 ATP & NADH that are produced in light reaction help in dark so where CO2 

fixation & formation of organic comp. (glucose) takes place.  

 

 Takes place in stroma.  
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       ATP          NADPH 

 

 

 

 

 

Targets for improvement :  

First question is :  What parts of photosynthetic process has to be manipulated for  

   maximum gain of carbon?  

Difficult to answer :  

 The rites of real & potential photosynthetic losses are recognized these are 

manipulated.  

 Direct manipulation of photosynthesis.  

 

Light 

harvesting  

Light Reaction   

H
+
 e

-
 

Dark Reactions CO2 (CH2O)

n 

H2O O2 
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 The shear complicity of  photosynthesis assimilate distribution will allow 

manipulation of all suit of genes necluar, cheoroplast gene also.  

 

 Plants will adopt different strategy. for their own production. (C3 and C4)   

 

I
st 

 approach :  

 First approach was the detection of phosynthetic pathway to detect which is rate 

limiting step of photosynthesis. 

   

 In tobacco, it has been found that source enzyme expression level was very high 

in comparison to other enzyme which were necessary to sustain continued 

formation of CO2. 

 

 The level of fructose  1,6 bisphosphatase & sedoleptulose 1, 7 bisphosphalase was 

very low.  

Due to expression  

 

of single gene of chloroplast targeted  

 

of dual function cyanobacteria fructose 1, 6 bip/ sedoheptulose 1,7 bip 

 

in tobacco  

 

Photosynthetic efficiency increased  

 

Rebisco activity also increased  

 

CAC intermediate activity / accumulation increased     

 This was 1.5 bold higher in transgenic plants as compare to control plants.  
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 This occurs to predict that tobacco photosynthetic pathway was defective 

in 2 enzyme of C3 cycle  

II
nd

 approach  

 Most promising approach was transfer of C4 plants gencs in C3 plants.  

 C3 plants photosynthesis takes place in Chloroplast containing only mesophy II 

cell rubisco accept CO2  from atmosphere but it can also accept O2 due to 

oxygen's activity of it. O2 is competitive inhibition of CO2 first in photosynthesis 

which decrease yield of glucose & phos. also increase.  

 

 C4  plants, photosynthesis takes in chloroplast containing 2 cells. CO2 Fixation  

takes place in mesophyll case which form C4  acids. C4 acids enter in bundle 

sheath cell give CO2   rubisco which undergo C3 cycle here no chances of 

photorespiration.  

 

 In rice, maize pepp gene was expressed it show, grealer photosynthetic efficiency 

also greater formation of photosynthetic product.  

 

Light Harvesting Complex & Assassinate Disburse Phytochromes 

 Phytochromes manipulation have a pleritropic effect all both photosynthesis & 

assimilate distribution. 

  

 Phytachromes are able to detect level quality of incident light help a growth 

development by regulating gene expression signal transduction pathway.  

 

 These are found is 2 forms:   

PR (red light absorbing)   P FR (far red light absorbing)  

 

 They are important is shade response.  

 

  Phy A accumulate en dark & detect FR light & dampens shade avoidance 

response.   

 

 Phy B detect Red light & also suppress shade avoidance response.  
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 In one experiment, tobacco expressing eat phy A COA A planted in diff. planting 

densities transgenic tobacco showed less elongation in high, planting densities an 

compare to low planting  densities. The resulted was dwarf plants were obtained.  
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Bt toxin gene 

 
Q.1  Write a detailed note about Bt toxin gene.  

Ans.: i) Bt. toxin gave : 

1. Introduction:  

o Bacillus thuriengenesis is an antimicrobial bacteria which produces 

insecticidal protein.  

o First  discovered by Ishiwaki (1901) & named by ernest burlingten.  

 

2. Cry protein :  

 Cry gene of B thuriengenesis produces cry protein. or insectical proteins  

which is found in inclusion bodies as bipyiamidal crystal at the time of 

speculation.   

 

3. Toxicity of cry protein 

 Cry protein ingested by insects it gets solubilized there.  

 Use mid gut proteases   

 

 

    Crystal cry protein  

  

   enter in mid gat of insect  

 

 

  

 

  solebilized cry protein  
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    Mid gut protease cleave it release toxin fragment.  

 

   

            [Toxin Fragments] 

 

   Toxin fragment bind to mid gut epithelial membrane by  

    recognizing receptor on it 

 

   

 Ion channel or pore              (Refer notes for diagram  

             recheck) 

 

 

  

 Influx of ions/water 

 

 

 

   Cell swelling  

 

 

  Lysis  

 

   

 

  death  
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4. Expressions plants :  

As its expression in plants is very row because of presence of these sequence in 

gene which were net part of plant coding gene.  

  

 Therefore transacted gene is expressed is transgenic plants.  

 

5. Functions of cry proteins :  

 Cry proteins is a insecticidal update protein which help in billing of insects 

potect plants from infection of insects.  

 

 Create ion channel /pore in midgut of insect.  
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Stress 

 
Q.1   Describe about biotic and abiotic stress tolerances.   

Ans.: Biotic / abiotic at/stress tolerance 

1. Introduction of biotic stages tolerances 

2. Methods for it.  

 Insect resistance  

 Bacterial fungi  

 Herbicide  

 Virus  

3. Introduct of biotic stress tolerance  

 Drought stress tolerance  

 Salt Tolerance  

4. Summary  

5. Reference  

1. Biotic stress tolerance :  

 Biotic stress is caused by various types of microbes like virus, bacteria, fungi, due 

to these plants become unable to grow crop yield in decreased.   

 

 For getting tolerance to biotic stress, various mechanism become activated like 

formulation of antimicro  bial substances & phytoalexins  

 

 

 When stress tolerance response is decreased, cu attain its in list protein & its 

physiological state is changed . 
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2. Methods for biotic stress to stages tolerances :  

These arel:  

a. Herbicide resistance  

b. Insect resistance  

c. viruses resistance  

 

a. Herbicide resistance : 

Introduction : Herbicide are chemicals which kills week used to destroy weeds :  

i) Weeds :  

 

 

     

 

 

 

ii) Types of herbicides :  

         Specific bill only specific weed  

 

    nonspecific can kill any plant with weeds.  

 iii)  Transgenic plants have been made which are resist out to herbicides :  

  glycophosate etc.  

 iv)   Glyphosate action:  

Glyphosate   

                          Inhibit  

Synthesis of enzyme responsible for aromatic amino acid synthesis  

 

       So protein synthesis stop  

Weeds  

1. Concept with either plants to get 

nutrition a also compete  for 

sunlight.  

2. These are same as pests like 

viruses.insects.  

3. Suppress the growth of other 

plant.  
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v)  Strategy for glyphosate/resistance by 3 methods  

a) By overproduction of enzyme  

b) By forming inhibition of glyphosate  

c) By forming enzyme which is tolerant to glyphosate action  

2. Insect resistance : 

i) Source for getting gave for insect resistance  

 

 

Plants                                                           Animals                                            Micro 

Organism   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

iii) Plants gene used :  

   2 Major  

    

  

 

Proteniase            Lectins  

 

1. Proteinase 

and  

amylase 

Inhibitor   

2. Lectins  

1. Serine 

prodease   

inhibitor  

2.  Tobacco 

hornworm  

1. Bt geve 

gene  

2. Ipt. gene 

agro 

bacterium  

tumefactions  
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i) Proteniase inhibitor  

 Plant contain peptide which are proteins inactivating gene.  

 Proteinases are serine, cystiene, aspartate which cleaves proteins to 

provide nutrients to insert for growth development.  

 

2.  Source of proteinase inactivation genes  

 

    

   Law pea trypsin    £ - amylase   

   inhibitor genes  

 

a) GTI - Form antimetabolite substitution    

 

  and work against buchid beatel   

b) anaylase : I amylase gene isolated from adzubi beam work against 

zebrotes fasiatus & these gene have been engrieered in tobacco.  

 

Latins :  

 Plant glycoproteins 

 Work against aphide, piercing sucking insect.  

iv) Animal gene :   

 Serine protease inhibition  

 Tobacco have worm   

 

Virus Resistance :  
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It is done by following methods :  

1. Ribozyme CONA preparation  

2. Coat protein mediated cross protection.  

3. Antisense RNA approach  

4. Satellite RNA approach.   

3. Introduction to abiotic steam tolerance :  

 Abiotic stress is caused by drought condition temp. salinity etc.  

 Plant developed mechanism for it like foralim of Cryoprotectants osmolyte etc.  

Drought Resistance :  

1. Introduction:      

Drought increase in developed then supply of water.  

Plant cell water is checked by 2 factor.  

1. Water potential  

2. Pelative Water & abundance  

Plant lon their water through transpiration.  

 2.  Factor responsible for it 

 a) Hight salinity  

 b)  Freezing temperature 

 

3. Genes responsible for drought resistance :  

 a)  Salt : for salt tolerance 

  IBA : for abscissic acid from rice  

 b) Spinach gene for pyrimidine biosynthesis  

 c) Gene which code enzyme for synthesis of proline.  
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In normal state, plant forms protein from ornithine but in stress protine formed from 

glutamate But in stress protective forced from Glutamate 

 

 

Glutamate  

       Ph. synth. (PSCS) 

       

     V Glutamete phosphate  

       PSCS  

       

     Glutamate v. Semialdehyde  

 

       

      Proline  

Proline is only nutrient in plants, responsible for drought resistance.  
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Plant tissue Culture 

 
Q. 1 What do you mean by describe?  

Ans:  Plant tissue Culture   

Introduction: Plant Biotechnology includes all those activities which can improve the 

genetic  made up and performance of a plant economically imp. plant biotech depends 

upon plant. Plant Biotech does not cover the traditional or conventional methods.  

 

Plant biotech depends upon two basic techniques  

1.  Plant tissue cultures and  

2   Genetic engineering.  

 

Manipulation of plant cells and tissues which is the most imp. and indispensable part of 

plant Biotechnology. Most people consider tissue culture as an art than science.  

It is performed for  

1. Plant propagation  

2. Study of plant hormones  

3. Regeneration of transgenic plants      

Plant cells are capable to regerate whole plant body. such nature is called  totipotency & 

the plant cells are called totipotent cells. However the physiological stage of the explants. 

Plays a very important role in its response to tissue culture e.g. young explants generally 

responds better than the older ones. So usually in tissue culture meristen cells used.  

 

2. Objections of plants tissue culture      

 1.  Clonal propagation  

2.  Conservation of endangered plant sps.  

3.  Production of sec. plant metabolites 

4.  Production of virus free plant by meristem culture.  

5.  Germ plasm conservation.  

6.  Production of transgeric plants/crop improvement  
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7.  Bioassay  

8.  Micro propagation.  

 

3. Historical Aspects :   

1. Haberlandt (1902) : Proposed I
st 

time that a single plant cell can be cultured in 

 vitro. He  tried to culture leaf mesophyll cells, but did not have much success.   

 

2. Roger Gautherat (1934) : Cambial tissue of carrot was cultured (efforts to 

 demonstrate  totphotency)   

 

3. White (1939) : Shoot bud regeneration from tobacco suspension cultures.  

4. Braum (1959) : I
st
  plant from a mature plant cell was regenerated.  

5. Skoog et al : Most Modern regenerated tissue culture media preparation 

6. Hanning (1904) : I
st
 Embryo culture  

 

4. Plant tissue culture Techniques:  

Explant  Culture   Callus     H/P       Phizogenesis  

  Medium            Hormone     Caulogensis  

          Treatment                  Plantlet formation  

Explant :  A plant tissue or organ excised and used for in vitro culture is called  

  explnat choice of explants mainly depends upon  

   

 1.     objective of culture and  

 2.    the regeneration potential of the different organs of a plant species.  

The appropriate explants is removed from the matter plant and get freed from 

microbes by surface sterilization, and cultured in vitro.  
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3. Surface sterilization: 1-2% solution of sodium/calcium hypochlorite or  

        0.1% mercuric chloride sol.   

    

  

  Rinsing several times with dist. water to remove the disinfectant  

so eliminate and kind of microbes (bactena or fungi) present or their surface, explanta 

one always surface sterilized.  

 

It's culturing is done under aseptic conditions i.e. in an environment from bacteria or 

fungi or their propagules.  

 

a) Sterilization of medio and glass wares:   

   flame  

   Dry heat  

    Ethanol (70%) 

      

    Auto claving 

    Air Filters 

      

    Filter sterilization  

    U.V. Treatment  

 

 Plant tissue culture media are very nutrient rich as they support growth of 
 microorganisms.  
 
 Growth of microorganisms either in culture media or on explants it is always 
 avoided. So inactivate these microbial propagates present in media, culture 
 vessels instruments etc. inactivated by a suitable treatment, called 
 sterilization.  
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Sterilization methods :  

 B)  Nutrient Media : The culture media contains inorganic salts, certain  
  vitamins, source of carbon (usually sucrose) growth regulators (viz:  
  Auxin  and or cytokinins)    
 

Inorganic salts  

 

  Macro nutrients      Micro nutrients 

  C, H, O, N, P, K, S, Ca, Mg    Fe, Mn, Cu, Zn, B, Mo 

  

  Auxin : 2,4-D (0.5 - 2.0 mg 1-1) mostly used  
- NAA or IAA are also used  
 

  Cytokinins - kinetin & BAP (Benzyl amino urine) most by used  
    zeatin is also used  
 

 A/c to need some modification in media composition are also required, e.g. 
 sometimes complex organic supplements like coconut water, casein 
 hydrolysate and yeast extract are also required.  
 
 P

H
 of media as usually adjusted to about 5.5 using 1 N KOH or HCL  

 Media as per need may be solidified or liquid/broth  

 Liquid media are constantly a gilated or shaken or a gyralory shaker (at about 100-

200 spin) to provide proper reaction.  

 On agar (solid culture media r pm) the re-differentiated mass of cells is developed.  

 While in liquid medium suspension of free cells and small cellular masses are 

obtained which are called suspension cultured.   

2.  Environment condition :  

 Temp. - 18–25
o
C 
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 Light - Culture room or incubator in kept as clean as possible to minimize   

  contamination.   

 

 Sub culturing: Callus cultures are subcultured in every 4-6 weeks while  

 suspension cultures are subcultured every 3-14 days.  

Plant regeneration & transfer to soil : The ultimate objective of the application of in vitro 

techniques to crop improvement is to obtain or regenerate whole plants from a single 

transformed cells and to transfer them successfully to soil.  

 

Production of different plant organs,e .g. root, shoot from the cells and tissue, culture is 

known as organ regeneration or organogenesis. Organogenesis in vitro conditions on the 

balance of auxin and cytokines and the ability of the tissue to respond to phytohormones 

during culture.  

 

 It is possible to regenerate plants from tissue cultures of a large number of species 

like, rice, maize barley, sugarcane, potato, pea, etc but regeneration in many sps. 

including most of the pulses, has not been obtained thus for. regeneration capacity 

appears to be genetically controlled.  

 

            Types of organogenesis 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acclimation : 

 Plant regenerated tissue culture have to be transferred to the green house or field 

plant are transferred into small pots and covered with inverted beakers to prevent 

excess transpiration.  This require that the plant be hardened off before transfer to 

the field.  

Directo Organogenesis  

Formation of Buds/shoots  

without intervening callus stage.  

 

Indirect Organogenesis  

Formation of org ans indirectly via 

a callus phase  
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 After 3-4 days - beakers are removed & posts are still kept in diffused light for 5-

10 days.  

 

 Gradually humidity is decreased and light intensity is increased.  

 The plant may now be transferred into a green house & after about a week or they 

may be planted in the soil & kept in sunlight.    
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Somatic Hybridization 

 
Q. 1  What do you mean by somatic hybridization describe about its necessity.  

Ans. Introduction:  

In plant where fairly distant species could be obtained by plant breeding 

method/conventional methods of breeding but it is not away possible to obtain fill 

hybrids of distant species of desired individuals because of several incompatibility 

barriers.  

 

Do, a new methods c/d somatic hybridization other than sexual cycle help in 

formation of full hybrids help in crop improvement.  

 

So, somatic hybridization is the involvement of fusion of isolated somatic protoplast 

& then growing their product hakrokaryon in culture medium is called somatic 

hybridization.    

 

Thus, prstoplast fusion, is better technique in those which show several 

incompatibility barriers.  

 

History :  

i) Carbon first all product a somatic hybrid by use of nano, treatment o insatated 

Protoplast  of N glance & n langdorfit.  

  First of all, baugcheo & ......... gave the method which are use for fusion of 

  protoplast.  

ii) Power et at firstly use the NANO3 treatment for fusion of isolated Protoplast  

.    

Application of protoplast :  

a) It is used for cloning of single cells  

b) It is unique system which is used for study denovo formation of cell wall.  
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c) It is the only source which is used in formation of somatic hybrids because here 

cell wall is absent.  

d) Easy isolation of cell organelles, nucleus etc for study.  

 

Steps involved in somatic Hybridization. 

i) Protoplast  isolation   

ii) Protoplast fusion  

iii) Selection of somatic hybrids  

iv) Culture of somatic hybrids  

Protoplast Isolation   

 It is method which is used for isolation of protoplasts 

 These are different methods of isolation of protoplast isolation  

 Protoplast : Cell which is without cell wall / spherical plasmolysed  cell without 

cell membrane.  

Methods  

 

    

   Mechanical                   Enzymatic isolation   

1. Mechanical isolation :  

During this a piece of tissue taken which is then placed in plasmolysed solution 

due to cells because shrink/detach from cell wall.  
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After that cut with sharp knife then placed in deplomolyzed solution so spherical 

protoplast come outside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Plant tissue  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mechanical isolation of protoplast  

 

Solution  

Plasmolyse

d 

Solution  

Cut a sharp knife  

Injunced 

prostapant do 

not taken 

Deplamosly    

Solution  

Spherical protoplast 
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Enzymatic isolation:  

This is their method protoplasts isolated by enzyme. 

(i) Enzyme : Protplast isolation by it depend on nature composition of enzyme 

degrading the cell wall.  

 

 

  

 Pectinase     Cellulase    

 Hemicellulose  

 

 

 

 Degrade middle lamellar    Degrade 1
o
, 2

o
 structure of cell  

(ii) Methods :  

 

 Step credential        1 step simultaneous method  

  

      Tissue          Tissue   

    Pectinase          

 macro enzyme           

  + cellulase  

 degradation of middle lamella       Spherical 

isolated      Cellulase          

 protop plast   
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isolated protoplast by degradation of 1º 2º structure of cell wall Method also mixed 

enzyme method. 

 

In enzymatic solution osmoticum is also used for maintaining plasma memb. from 

rupturing of isolated protoplasts.  

 

Protoplast fusion :  

 During this protoplast are fused   

 An in planth there is inhibiting cell wall which inhibit the fusion of cells but in 

proloplast fusion the barrier b/w cytoplams of 2 cells is only plasma membrane.  

There are diff. methods of its :  

1. Spontaneous fusion  

2. Induced fusion  

Spontaneous fusion  

 During enzymatic treatment some protoplasts directly fused to each other forming 

homokaryon/heterokaryolyte.  

 

 It is of no use in study become intiaspecific but somatic hybridization require 

interspecific fusion/intergeneric  

Induced fission:    

 Protoplasts of diff. origin. species one not fused by itself they require fillsogenic 

substance induced fusion.  

 

fusogen :  substance required for fusion of protoplasts of diff. orig.  

Like NANO3, CA
+2- 

,
 
PEG 

 

By NANO3 treatment  

During this  
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Isolated protoplasts 

 

in 5.51% NANO3 in 10 ml of sucrose  

 

water bath for 5 mins 

 

centrifugation 150 g for 5 min. 

 

   supernatant    pellet (protoplast) 

  

   decanted   Place in again NANO3 

 

       during this most of fusion takes place  

 

       Protoplast which not fuse are 

separated  

 

It is not used more because low frequency of recombination. 

 

By –Ca
+2

 at high P
H 

Isolated protoplast  

    

      In high conc of CA
+2

 at high P
H 

 

      Obtained somatic hybrids.  

1. PEG (Polyethy lene glycol) 
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it is very suitable methods because it induce high frequency of recombination   

4. Electroporation fusion : 

With the help of procen called dielectrophoresis :  

 

 

      Fusion chamber  

 

 

        High Ac vert given\ 

 

 

      High Dc velt given. 

 

Selection of sematic hydrads  

Used for selection of hybrid from non- hybrid cell.  

 

a. Biochemical method for implementation selection  

b. Visual selection  

c. Use of non-allelic mutauts.  

a. Biochemical method :  
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(i) Acexotrophic mutauts  

 Nitrate   Nitrate  

 Reductax   Reductax  

 (Ner)   (cnx
-
) 

 

 

 

Commit        Fusion      Cannot grow   

  

 

  Grown nitrate medium  

CNX mutant   lack prosthetic gloup  

Hir   Lock NR aprenzyme  

 

(b) Visual selection  

 

 Mesophyll tissue      Albino  

 wild type       (Drucus carrote) 

 (atropa belladona)     Cell susperrsim cu.  

  enzymatic isolation      enzymatic isolates   

 

 Protoplast      Protoplast     

 

 

 Green colonies   Fusion   White colonies   

   

 

  

  N Growth 

 

 

 

        White Callus  

     Green Closures  

 

      Growth only of hybrids  

 

     Hybrid plant  
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C)  Use of Non allelic mutauts :  

 

  by P  parodii and p. hybridae  

 

 

Nuclear albina    Chloroplast  

(P. Paredvi)    (hybrids)   

 

 

 

Green olanies    fusion   white colo.  

 

non Pubescent    Pubescent    

 

   green colonies Pubescent  

 

 

 

   Somatic hybrid  

Overview of seenatic hybridization :  

 

Tissue     Tissue  

 isolation    Protoplast  isolation  

Protoplast    Protoplast  

     Fusion  

 

 

   

  Hybrid  

 Selection in culture  

   

 

Use of somatic hydridizatim  

 Used in those which has sexual incompatibility barriers.   

 Very efficient technique for interspecific & generic fusion.  
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Somachonal Variations 

 
Q.  Write about somachonal variations, their orige and role : the life of a plant  

Ans.: somachonal variation:  

 Introduct: Plants can regenerate through single cell to develop into whole 

a single cell can grow in tissue culture which is the proliferate induced to 

differentiate into a complete plant.  

 So, it is possible to obtain clause genetically identical individual. 

 Micro propagation is best studied application of tissue culture during 

which explants (cel, callus, protoplast)  grow on medium to give complete 

complaint but sometimes variations are seen in b/w then requested plants 

there variation are called somachonal variation. 

 somachonal variation is terms used for variation created through the use of 

somatic cells.  

History :  

Larkin & scowcroft (1967) first see the somadonal variation tell about it.  

 

Origin Courses: 

Origin :  

Plant cells are tolipotent so one cell can give rise to whole plant. but cell first divide 

redivide to form callus which undergoes organogenic pathway to from complete plant.  

During this the internal external factor influence on the unorganized tissue due to which 

these is change in chromosome structure number & we obtain some somaclonal variants. 

There is occurrence of wrong spindle organization on formation of cross wall, n spindle 

formation  

Causes:  

There are 3 causes  
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1. Internal organization:  

 Plant cells are regulated by 2 ways direct indirect.  

 Direct (in which cell, callus, protoplast)  cell forms a complete plant by 

undergoing cellus formation.  

 Indirect in which N callus formation direct embryo form to there are less chances 

of someclonal variation.  

 so in protsplant culture, callus culture, cell culture which form plant though callus 

formation the disorganized tissue more chances of variation.  

 But in meristem culture, direct embryogenesis, lon chances of variation.  

Role of growth regulation:  

 Growth regulation are used in media for the growth division of cells.  

 Proper balance of regulations is require for the formation of complete plant.   

 an improper balance of regulator influence the growing properties of cell.  

Like 2,4 IAA, 2,4,5 trioxyphenolactic acid in high concentration cause chronosomal 

abberation change in No. of chromosomes.  

 Impioper balance of regulations causes, formation of cross wall, no. spindle 

orientation, No. spindle formation chromosomal segmentation etc.  

Role of genome:    

 All diff. species/genotype has diff. nutritional requirement so they respond diff. to 

medium  

 Physics & chemical elements of medium causes stress on growing plant.  

 Some plant are more vulnerable to stress generated during culture so they easily 

form varishts.  

 This reation of stress generated genotype of plant is referred to as somaclonal 

variation.  
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Causes 

Abnormality of cell division in vitro:  

 Balance of plant growth 

 Due to influence of endogenous & exogenous factors there occurs chromosomal 

abnormality factor like, light, humidity, temp, regulation medium etc.  

Disadvantages  

1. Variation of cultivar is dependent  

2. Source are unstable  

3. Source are no novel  

4. Source are of no. use  

 

Advantages  

1. Plants of improved condition obtained 

2. Crop improvement  
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Plant Stresses 

 
Q. 1 What do you mean by plant "stresses"? Describe about different types of 

 stresses which effect plant growth ? 

Ans.: "Stress" is the condition of the plant in which the plant shown poor activity or if 

 the intensity  of the stress is high and for the longer duration then it loads to 

 the death of the plant or either it will lead to the mutation in the plants which 

 will lead to the stress  resistance plants 

 

Stress are of two types:  

Stress : The part of two  

Stress 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Biotic stress tolerance :  

The stress which is caused in the plants due to the biological agents in called as biotic 

stress eg. insect, virus, fungi, bacteria etc & the capability of the plant to resist these 

agents by modifying their genetic make up through genetic engineering is called as biotic 

stress tolerance.  

 

Biotic stress Tolerance in plants can be developed by adopting the methods of genetic 

engineering.  

Abiotic : The stress 

which is caused by the 

abiotic condition of 

the environment  e.g. 

drought, flood 

temperature, salinity 

etc.   

 

Biotic :- The stress 

which in caused by 

the biological 

agents e.g. insects 

virus, fungi 

bacteria etc 
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Through genetic engineering the whole genetic make up of the plant can be changed and 

the get a useful product i.e. the genetically modified plant.  

 

The genetically modify plant in the plant in which we insert the desired DNA to make 

changes in the genome of the plant and hence we get genetically modified plant or the 

transgenic plant.  

 

Eg: Insect resistant plant:  

 The insect resistant plants are the plants which are not effected by the attack of 

the insects. They get sensitivity towards them. 

 

It is done by modifying  the genone of the plant and this can be done through genetic 

engineering 

 

In this process we isolate the Bt. gene from the bacterium bacillus thurigenses which 

destroy the mid get of the insects by producing an endotoxin called Bt. toxin . Now this  

 

Bt-gene is inserted in the plant with the help of the plasimid and hence we get a 

transgenic plant which is resistant to the insects.  

 

Eg of insect resistant plant  

 

Plant      Resistant to  

Cotton      Cotton ballworm, Pink ballworm  

 

Abiotic stress tolerance 

 The stress which is caused by the abiotic condition of the environment around the 

plant is known as abiotic stress and the ability of the plant to withstand this stress is 

known as abiotic stress tolerance of the plants.  

 

Abiotic stress are draught, flood, temperature etc.  

 

Aboitic stresses cause much damage to the plants and crops is the field so many methods 

are adopted to make them stress tolerent. These methods are of genetic engineering 

through which we can make our plant resistance towards the abiotic stress.  

 

E.g. Plants resistivity towards draught: 
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Plants also show resistance towards the draught condition by adopting some of the 

methods - e.g. slow rate of respiration, closing the stomata, storing the water in the stem 

& leaves and also by uptaking the available water as much as possible.  

 

These methods are adopted by the plant which are prove to the draught condition. 

We can do the manipulation in the genone of such plants so that they become draught 

resistant or they show much higher and efficient rate of the activities discussed above to 

save themselves from the draught condition.  
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Pest Management 

 
Q. 1 How pest management is important to cope with pesticides? 

Ans    The organism whether macro or micro which causes damage to the plants are 

 considered to be pests.  

  

 E.g. insests, rats, bacteria's, viruses, furgi etc.  

  

 These pests hamper the productivity of the crop plants and leader to their 

 destruction and ultimately death.   

  

 These pests can be controlled by using pesticides and insecticides. By using these 

 pesticides the pets get killed and thus our plants get sanes.  

  

 But there pesticides have many harmful effects on the plants as well as the soil.  

 

These are  

1. The plants become pesticides resistant by more use of the pesticides.  

2. The soil looses its fertility.  

3. The price of the crop is increased.  

4. These is a decrease is the population of natural enemies of the pests.  

5. The pesticides also creates pollution in the environment.  

So, due to these advantages, the pesticides are used in a very limited amount.  

Now, our need is not pest control butour need is pest management.  

Pest management is the method of managing the pests so that ouor crops and plants are 

saved from their attack.  

 

Pests management can be achieved by making our field safe from the animals and 

rhodents by covering our field from outside by virus so that no animal can move inside 

the field and destroy the plants.  
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Also pests can be managed by managed our plants transgenic plants which have the better 

ability to survive in pests prove areas.  

 

Also we can use fertilizer so that the  productivity of our plants is higher and they 

become much more strong to attack of the rests.  

 

E.g. virus resistant plant :     

   

If the plant is effected by the virus ome, then it is not affected again by the virus attack. 

This is known as cross protection.  

 

Genetic engineering is used in the plants to make is virus resistant's.  

 

In this a viral coat protein or nucleoprotein in inserted into the plant with the help of Ti 

plasmid now the plant become resistant to the attack of virus.  

 

E.g. tobacco plant resistant to tobacco mosaic virus.  

E.g. cucumber plant resistant to cucumber mosaic virus. 

E.g. aefalfa plant resistant/to alfalfa mosaic virus.  

  

By adopting the methods of genetic engineering we can manage the pests & thus we can 

save our plants from their attacks.  

 

Bt. toxin gene: The bt toxin gene is a gene which produces an endotoxin called bt toxin 

which destroys the mid get of the insects.  

 

The bt toxin gene is isolated  from the bacterium bacillus thurigiensis which produces an 

endotoxin called bt. toxin which destroy the mid get of the insect.  

 

This gene is inserted into the plant to make it insect resistant with the help of Ti plasmd.  

When this gene gets inserted into the plant the plant becomes resistant towards the attack 

of the insects.  

 

Eg. Bt. cotton  

 

Cotton resistant to cotton bollworm & pink boloverm  

Also we can use the cowpea virus for making a transgenic plant.  
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Genetic Resistance for Crop 

Improvement 

 
Q. 1 What do you mean by genetic resistance for crop improvement & how it is 

important in crop improvement? 

Ans.: Genetic resistance is the most desirable & useful method for increase in crop 

 productivity 

 Any desirable change in the genetic makeup of the plants by insirting the desired 

 DNA into the plant to known as genetic engineering of the plant and the plant is 

 known as genetically modified plant or the transgenic plant.  

 Genetic engineering is used for increasing the crop productivity some of the egs. 

 of increasing crop productivity by utilizing the techniques of genetic engineering 

 are :  

1. Herbicides/Weeds resistant plants : By using the genetic engineering 

techniques we can develop the plants which are herbicide weed resistant so that 

our crop productivity is increased.  

 

2. Glyphosate is the main component of most of the herbicides such as roundup 

tumble weed  used etc.  

 

The EPSP syntheses gene helps in the production of phenylalanine & phosphate.  

 

The EPSP gene is isolated from the bacteria salmonella typhimuriva and is 

inserted into the plants with the help of Ti plannid so as to increase the production 

of EPSP and hence the herbicide resistant plant is developed.  

 

Insect resistant plant : Plants can be made insect resistant by genetic 

engineering. This will help us in the very minimal use of the insecticides and also 

will help to increase the crop productivity.  e.g. bt. cotton  

 

Virus resistant plant : Plant can be made virus resistant by applying the 

techniques of genetic engineering.  
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By this we can have plants which are resistant to the virus attack and hence we get 

a high yield.  

 

Virus resistant plants can be obtained by inserting a viral coat protein 

nucleoprotein  in the plant this will develop the plant into a virus resistant plant. 

 

E.g. tobacco plant resistant to tobacco mosaic virus. 

 

Bacteria & fungic resistant plant :  

By using the technique of genetic engineering the can develop the bacteria & 

fungi resistant plants.  

 

When the plant is affected by the bacteria a fungi then the stored form of satisyl. 

acid is converted to salicylic acid which produces pathogenic proteins.  

 

These pathogenic proteins develops in pathogenicity in the plants & thus hamper 

its productivity.  

 

The NSPI gene is inserted into the plants which inhibit the products of the 

pathogenic proteins and thus helps in increasing the crop productivity.  

 

Increased fat & oil storage plant : By using genetic engineering techniques we can 

make plants which possess high oil fat content.  

 

These plants helps in the high productivity of the plants.  

 

Flood resistant plants: We can made the plants flood resistant that can with 

stand. The high amount of water in the field.  

  

 This will help in the increased productivity of the plants in the region 

which are prove to floods.  

  

These are some of the methods by which we can increase the production by 

applying genetic engineering.            
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Nitrogen Fixing Plants 

 
 

Q1 What do you mean by Genetic Eng. in nitrogen fixing plants?  

Ans.  

Introduction:  

Plant are unable to absorb proteins due to the presence of nitrogen in atmosphere. This 

nitrogen is converted to compounds by combing with C, H and O this process is nitrogen 

fixation.  

 

After this plants are able to absorb proteins as in this process nitrogen converts to 

ammonia & then to amino acid a & then ultimately proteins ;  

 

Kind of organism responsible for N2  fixations :  

 

There are 2 types of micro - organisms classes :  

1. Symbiotic: Rhizobium comes under this class it is present in the root nodules of 

legumes plants.  

 

Its root nodules contains a pigment called as hemoglobin. It is pinkish in color as 

it its closely related to hemoglobin.    

 

Leghaemoglobin when combines with oxygen it protects nitrogen's enzyme.  

 

This enzyme function under anaerobic conditions and splits the nitrogen molecule 

to form ammonia.  

 

Nitrogen's enzyme is highly sensitive to oxygen, to when it is oxidized the 

process of nitrogen fixation steps & legheamoglobin at this time referred as O2 

scavenger.  

 

Free Living - It contains cynobacter & azobacter & photosynthetic bacteria 

which also helps in fixing nitrogen by acting as symbionts.  
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They remain associated with lichens and roots of gymeroperms and can directly 

fix N2 from atmosphere.  

 

Formation of root nodules :  

Root nodules of leguminous plants contain rhizobium bacteria & it is present b/w 

huge amount of soil particles.  

  

When root nodules comes in contact with rhizobium bacteria it get curled or 

deformed. 

 

 

 

 

After this bacteria starts proliferating at curling or deformed site. 

 

 

 

A thread like structure is formed which can penetrate through  the membranes of 

plants. 

  

 

 

Cell division takes place. 

 

 

 

   Mature root nodule get formed.  

 

For N2 fixation is plants nod gene is responsible & in bacteria nod, nif & fix genes 

are responsible.  

 

Biological nitrogen fixation :  

This process required high amount of energy which comes from ATP molecules 

synthesized either from respiration or photosynthesis.  
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In this process nitrogenous enzyme converts nitrogen molecule to ammonia.  

 

 

 

Ammonia is them converted to amino acid a and then finally to proteins.  

Process :    

Nuclease enzyme     Niteogess molecule    

      

N

N

 

 

 

 

 

1. 

N

N

 

 

 

 

 

Enzyme get 

attached to nitrogen 

molecule  
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N

N

   H  

 

 

 

 

N

N

 

 

 

 

 

H     H 

H 

H                        H  

H       

 

 

 

 

 

Enzyme produces a 

pair of H and 

remove one bond  

b/w N2 atoms  

Again provides a 

pair of H and 

remove one more 

boud b/w N2 atoms. 

Enzyme get 

detached and two 

ammonia molecules 

get formed.  

N 

N 

H 

H 

H 

H 

H 
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Amino acid synthesis :  

Now the produced ammonia get converted to amino acids by two different ways -  

 

1. Reductive amination : when ammonia with £ ketoglutaric it forms glutaric acid 

(amino acid) in the presence of  glutamic dehydrogenase.  

 

2. Transamination : In this process amino group is transferred is  ʆ ketogluTarate to 

glutamate in the presence of amino transferase.   

Nitrification: Ammonia get oxidized readily in environment and get converted to 

Nitrate. This process is called as nitrification.   

 

In this two enzymes are utilized :  

1. Nitrosomonas  

2. Nitrobacter  

Ammonia 
Nitrosomonas 

           Nitrite  
Nitrobacter 

   Nitrate    

(NH4
+
)    (NO2

-
)   (NO3

-
) 

 

Denitrification :  

Nitrate is either present or available for plants or get converted to nitrogen gas in the 

presence of Pseudomonas.  

 

Now again this nitrogen gas get fixed through biological nitrogen  fixation process.  
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If through genetic engineering the genes which are responsible for nitrogen fixation are 

changed or modified than ultimately the gained product is of high yield & quality.  

 

This modification also helps to increase the nitrogen efficiency of a plant.  

As in plant if any modification is done in nod gene the efficiency of N2 fixation 

ultimately increase.  

And bacteria if modification are done in uod, nif & fix genes like insertion of new DNA, 

or new characteristics the N2 fixation efficiency get increased.           

 


